Format
Individual HCP stroke play and
stableford format, playing off full
course handicap in two different
handicap categories. Players with
higher handicap than tournament
categories, will play with the
handicap 36

Schedule
24.03 Arrivals
Check in to hotel
Optional golf
25.03 Practice day
10:30-11:30 Practice round tee times
16:00 Opening ceremony at the golf curse
26.03 1st tournament day
10:00-11:00 tournament tee times
Lunch at the golf club
19:30 Supra at Ethno Tsiskvili restaurant
27.03 2nd tournament day
9:00-10:00 tournament tee times
Lunch at the golf club
17:00 drive to Chateau Mukhrani winery
18:00 Gala dinner and prize giving ceremony at Chateau Mukhrani
28.03 Departures
Departures
Optional golf

Golf Course
Tbilisi Hills Golf is located at the foot of the
Caucasus mountains, just 15-minute drive
from the historic centre of Tbilisi. The golf
course is organically integrated into the
unique landscape of Georgia: it is located on
a hill with picturesque views to Tbilisi, Mount
Kazbek, Shavnabada Monastery and green
forests surrounding the area.

The parkland layout is designed by Tilander
Golf Design. The course features four tees
on each hole, varying in distance for cater
for all levels. From the back tees, the course
measures 6,223 meters or 6806 yards. Tbilisi
Hills Golf course has been ranked 34 th in
Top 100 Golf Courses in Continental Europe.

Tbilisi
Tbilisi is the capital city of Georgia, located
in the South Caucasus with the population
of 1,7 million.
With its dramatic valley setting, picturesque
Old Town, eclectic architecture and superb
eating and drinking opportunities, Tbilisi is
the vibrant, beating heart of Georgia.

Beyond Golf
Tbilisi is known for unique architecture, good
food, great wine history and welcoming
people. There are hundreds of good restaurants and different sight-seeing options in the
city. As part of the tournament the participants will experience traditional supra with
cultural performances alongside the dinner.

Tournament closing and prize giving ceremony takes place at Chateau Mukhrani.
Château Mukhrani is based on the historical tradition of wine-making in Mukhrani region. This is
the ﬁrst and the only true Georgian Royal Chateau, which unites four key components: vineyards, winery, castle and history. In 1512 Mukhrani became the prince’s estate, governed by
Bagrationi royal family. Mukhranian wine production was established by Ivane Mukhranbatoni a
famous representative of royal family, political and public ﬁgure of the 19th century. In 1876,
Ivane Mukhranbatoni returned from France with Chateau concept knowledge and since then the
history of Château Mukhani’s winemaking starts.

